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A time-correlated EPR pairs protocol is analized, based on
detection of fractal correlated signals into a statistical mixture
of EPR correlated pairs: an approximated αFractional Brow-
nian Motion (FBM) is induced on the group of EPR pairs (e.g.
by sender-third party eavesdropper-like interactions as in Ek-
ert quantum cryptography), to be detected by the receiver
using a non - orthogonal wavelet lter, able to characterize
the FBM from a noisy enviroment by formalizing a nonlinear
optimization problem for the FBM α-characteristic parameter
extimation.
It is a well known issue the physical impossibility of
sending a causal signal transmission faster than light in
Minkowsky spacetime in virtue of the principle of rel-
ativity. Also recent developments in General Relativity
treated the eective physics of faster than light travel via
crossing a traversable wormhole or via warp drive [8]. In
this last case, stable causality is perturbatively protected
in a linearized Einstein gravity scenario. A relationship
between null energy conditions and superluminal travel
forces the light cone to contract, conrming the issue that
causal superluminal signal propagation is in principle im-
possible. Certain quantum states, named by Schro¨dinger
"quantum entangled", are characterized by a strong cor-
relation property on distant measurements: they act as a
single object dened simultaneously by its wavefunction
in a spacelike hypersurface. Under these assumptions,
Einstein Podolsky and Rosen [3] developed a thought ex-
periment trying to demonstrate a lack of completeness
existing in quantum mechanics, without success. When
the observer induces a collapse on Ψ, via measurement
process, as QM states, it does collapse instantaneously
in all the spacetime. Instantaneous collapse of the wave-
function for the whole system means that a measure
along one axis aects immediately that of the other cor-
related particle.
This assumption of strong nonlocality property of a
quantum state, in agreement with the principle of rela-
tivity, doesn’t represent the possibility of a superluminal
signal transmission in spacetime: wavefunction collapse
is not intended as a phenomenon of signal transmission
between two distinct events in spacetime if the two pho-
tons were not entangled, but it does always describe the
same quantum object.
Bell’s theorem states that [5] the existence of hidden
variables, intended by Einstein as elements of reality (i.e.
local realism), gives rise to a precise relationship in terms
of algebraic inequalities that aren’t supported by quan-
tum mechanics. Experimental results conrm QM sce-
nario [6] [7].
The possibility of using EPR pairs for instant trans-
fer of information over long distances had been analysed
in several issues, conrming that, with the usual tech-
niques employed there, is not possible to realize a faster-
then-light communication [7]. In fact, assuming non-
separability as experimentally results, building an exper-
iment as in Innsbruck one [6], where two experimenters
share couples of EPR pairs and randomly test them with
polarizers, they can see in a certain time t, only random
time series of photon polarization states, which can be
only a posteriori correlated in terms of quantum non-
separability phenomena.
What is possible to do is to use EPR correlations to
transfer an intact quantum state from one place to an-
other in spacetime, under the prescriptions of the no-
cloning theorem [9]. There are many thought experi-
ments that can be found in literature, which describe
quantum teleportation protocols and suitable devices for
transferring informations with the maximum of delity
via quantum channel and a classical one, in which the
sender doesn’t know neither the teleported state nor the
coordinates of the receiver, but in the process is required
the classical sending of a message from the sender to the
receiver in order to prepare a replica of the original state
transmitted; so instantaneous data transmitting is only
apparent, giving rise to what is called "a posteriori tele-
portation". Quantum teleportation works in violation of
Bell’s inequality, because nonseparability and nonlocality
is assumed: this means that a couple of EPR correlated
particles, even if spatially separated, must be considered
as a single quantum object. For this reason it is impos-
sible to assign to each photon a local physical element of
reality.
Supposing to have a signal simply coded with a set
of EPR correlated photons, we should in principle ex-
tract a certain number of those photons in an interval
of time from a noisy environment and apply a ltering
process. Quantum teleportation requires in fact noise-
less quantum channels for sharing the entangled particles
and transfer optimally all informations. For this purpose
error-correcting codes had been considered embedding
the quantum information into a suitable subspace of a
larger Hilbert one, or using squeezed light properties and
extract via a distillation process [10].
In this letter we show that e.g. using an application
of EPR correlations and Bell’s theorem, based on Ek-
ert’s quantum cryptography scheme [1], is possible for
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the sender A, with the help of an eavesdropper-like third
party C, to inject into a statistical mixture made by a
large number N of noninteracting EPR quantum pairs a
detectable element of reality, altering its original statis-
tics (i.e. the one without the eavesdropping process)
imposing a macroscopic statistical correlation property
between each single state. This can be realized and de-
scribed, semiclassically by a fractional brownian motion
which can be extracted by the receiver B from the noisy
enviroment using a nonorthogonal wavelet lter. Encod-
ing a fractional brownian motion (FBM) into the large-N
EPR pairs distribution is shown being an useful tool for
the detection of a certain number n  N of EPR correla-
tions actually realized: if for example from a time series
analysis of photon polarization states a FBM is charac-
terized from the noisy distribution of data, it means that
in that interval of time a certain number of correlations
had been realized.
As a thought experiment, we choose a simple T-
junction, even if with low delity, for driving the flow
of EPR pairs both to the sender and the receiver. When
A and B share a number N of EPR pairs and the rst ob-
server performs locally correlated polarization measure-
ments along certain directions, ideally B a posteriori is
able to link each pair and see the correlation that A gave
to all N photons. This means that a priori, especially
in presence of noise and with real instruments that can’t
have a 100% eciency, all EPR correlations will be em-
bedded into a white noise environment, and B measures
locally only the arrival of a number of photons randomly
polarized.
What is important to point out is that we are dis-
cussing about statistical mixtures of quantum states,
which are characterized by the mean values of the ob-
servables of each its component, and it is not a labelling
process for a quantum state. The experiment involves not
properties related to single pairs, but the mean statistical
result of a huge number of them correlated in time. For
example, if we have a flow of EPR photon pairs, and each
couple is noninteracting with the other into the mixture,
we can perform a time distribution analysis of the po-
larization along a choosen axis. It is easy to understand
that the Hamiltonian function of the mean flow is given
by the mere superposition of each single pair.
This thought experiment, because involving a great
number of particles, is well described by a probabilis-
tic analysis of quantum mechanics, as Nelson did. It is
shown in [14], that it exists a stochastic process which
can describe the temporal evolution of a quantum state
or preserves its stationariety. For the single particle case,
is shown that Schro¨dinger evolution possesses Markovian
properties, while in nonequilibrium eld theory is known
that the behavior e.g. of a 2-point correlation function
for quantum elds is characterized by non-Markovian
ones. In a nite time t, depending on the dynami-
cal semigroup transition mechanism that describes the
phenomenon that is to be analyzed, a stochastic inter-
polation between any pair of given boundary probabil-
ity densities is described by means of Feynman-Kac like
kernels as in [15]. Non gaussian Levy processes arise in
long tailed distributions as SO(N) models for high N in
the study of cosmological reheating after inflation, and
are necessary tools for analyzing fractal random walks.
The probability density ρ(x, t) in the simple Schro¨dinger
random dynamics is given by the usual Fokker-Planck
equation used for Markovian processes,as it happens in
relativistic quantum mechanics. This means that if a
stochastic fractional noise is induced on a physical quan-
tity of a group of N noninteracting particles, the cor-
responding Schro¨dinger equation for Ψ will describe its
evolution by a fractional distributed processes into a N -
dimensional Hilbert space represented by a suitable op-
erator F that, in our case, describes the spin distribu-
tion in time. When using the Fokker-Planck equation
for the pseudodierential Schro¨dinger dynamics, then we
symbolically obtain the following relationship: i∂tΨ =
(H⊗F )Ψ = −DΨ. For the free wavefunction; it had
been shown that the transition densities are entangled
with the dynamical semigroup kernels given by a suit-
able operator, and free evolution implies, for the simplest
one-dimensional case:
Ψ(x, t) = (α
2
pi )(α
2 + 2iDt)−1/2 exp[− x22(α2+2iDt) ] with
transition probability for Nelson’s diusion:
p(y, 0, x, t) = (4piDt)−1/2 exp[− (x−y−2Dyt/α2)24Dt ] =
(4piDt)−1/2 exp[− ξ24Dt ] [15].
As F and the Hamiltonian H are independent because
they span independent Hilbert subspaces because of mu-
tual noninteraction, we can describe the process as a con-
volution between a white noise and a fractional brownian
one assuming a for the diusion coecient D the follow-
ing fractal diusion one: DH  Djtj2H−1 which charac-
terizes in rst approximation the needed fractional brow-
nian motion BH(t).
Statistical photon mixtures as pseudoparticles:
Using those diusions, we consider a statistical mixture
obtained by superposing a large number N of non inter-
acting photons organized to build a quasiparticle state
with properties given by the mean values of all the ob-
servables of each pair; non interaction means that the
total Hamiltonian value is the sum of the occupation
states for each photon, and all operators, total spin, en-
ergy, angular momentum, etc, have addictive properties.
The purpose is to see if it is possible to treat locally
this number of N EPR correlated photons acting as a
single quasiparticle state using superposition of all their
modes, spin distribution in time included. This is assured
essentially by superposition principle of electromagnetic
eld, assuming that all the photons, belonging to dier-
ent EPR pairs, locally are mutually noninteracting.
As an example, the quasiparticle spin value < S >
represents the distribution of spin mean value of each
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photon pair σ, which is succesfully described semiclas-
sically by the probabilistic analysis of quantum pro-
cesses. So when we dene a slice of time t and
the position of an observer r, we consider a mixture
of N photons collected in this time interval and use
for these N noninteracting photons a N -dimensional





where for N photon state holds: Ψ(r1σ1,r2σ2,..., rnσn) =
1p
N !
(Ψy(rn.σn)...Ψy(r1.σ1)Ψ(0), Ψ) as a state vector in
Fock space, whose evolution is described by a suitable
Schro¨dinger equation with its hamiltonian H and a po-
tential V .
Let’s assume to have in a nite time t a certain num-
ber of EPR pairs passing through the T-junction and
then splitted to the two observers A and B. When
an observer forces a single photon into a polarization
state along a certain direction, obviously by superposi-
tion principle of electromagnetic eld, another dierent
noninteracting photon belonging to the mixture will not
be aected by the process. This means that we are as-
suming to have ideally a number of distinguishable pho-
tons inside a cylinder e.g. given by the cross section of
the device for basis and height ct, as in the photon-gun
ideal experiment iterated in time. It is known impos-
sible to perform this sort of experiment in real experi-
mental conditions because of noisy channels, loosing of
information by delity, nite cross section, etc. So what
we can do is to prepare in A all these states in such a
way that cannot be destroyed by the presence of noise,
as injecting a fractional noise into the noisy channel and
use its existence as a signal, obtained by correlating in
time each dierent photon pair in states of polarization
distributed with a fractional brownian motion that can
be extracted from the environmental noise using non-
orthogonal wavelet analysis [13].
This means that it doesn’t matter which photon is po-
larized along the prexed axis or orthogonally to it, the
only important thing is their distribution in time, so,
even if we loose a part of them, all the characteristics of
the correlations in time remain in the survived group of n
photons arriving in B. So the observer performs locally a
time series analysis of the polarization distribution along
a certain direction and squeezes out the correlation from
the noise. Is obvious to understand that if n << N tends
to 1, the distribution is reconducted to a white noise one,
meaning that a single photon can’t be labelled in any way,
as quantum mechanics suggests.
What is important now is to see that this group of
time-correlated photons behaves as a single quasiparticle
with its operators and Schro¨dinger equation, reconduct-
ing us to the ideal experiment of a single photon pair
and inducing a quasiparticle correlation on the other ob-
server. The process of injecting a fractional noise into a
mixture of EPR quantum states here described, is derived
from the problem of eavesdropping from a quantum key
distribution scheme, in which two separated observers
perform measurements on a sequence of EPR pairs to
generate identical random numbers. Using a statistical
test for Bell’s theorem, the two observers can verify that
the pairs were not subjected to eavesdropping by other
parties. In [2] the realization o Ekert’s experiment, in
which the observers only choose randomly between 0 and
90 (x axis ! and z " axis), they measure on an EPR
set the axes used keeping secret the result of measure-
ments. When A and B observe the same spin compo-
nent, they are perfectly correlated (for singlet states).
Let’s suppose that the transmission consists only on this
spin correlation. If a third party C tries to intervent
on the transmission eavesdropping part of the informa-
tion and discarding out, its result will be as an intro-
duction of a perturbation seen as an element of physical
reality assigned to the macroscopic result of spin mea-
surements. In the more general case, the linear combi-
nation of correlation coecients in the Clauser-Horne-
Shimony-Holt Bell’s inequality could have no more than
half the value of the undesturbed singlet state: −1 
S =
∫
ρ(na, nb)dnadnb[(na x)(nb x)+(na z)(nb z)]  1
(where na, nb are two unit vectors corresponding to par-
ticle a and b, oriented along the directions of the choosen
axes for acquiring spin information by the eavesdropper
for a given particle), instead of the value S = −2 in the
undisturbed singlet state. This semplied EPR scheme
described by Bennett et al. for a single is shown being
equivalent to the original key distribution scheme with
only one-particle states by Bennett and Brassard [11].
The cooperation between the sender A and C to change
in a suitable way the statistics of the macroscopic quasi-
particle state is essentially realized in this way: quantis-
tically any interaction with C is described by an unitary
operator U in the product space of the quantum trans-
mission and the C’s apparatus: if jui and jvi are two
nonorthogonal quantum transmissions and jai is the ini-
tial state of C.
a) Statistics unchanged ! evading detection:
the operator U has to leave undisturbed jui and jvi, i.e.
U(jui jai) = ju0i ja0i , U(jvi jai) = jvi ja00i , where the∣∣ai〉 states are C’s normalized quantum states; huj jvi =
haj huj jvi jai = ha0j huj jvi ja00i = huj jvi ha0j ja00i 6= 0 )
ha0j ja00i = 1 ) ja0i = ja00i.
For this EPR scheme by Bennett and Brassard, the
only state of N pairs of particles that gives correct EPR
statistics for each pair is one whose projection into the
4N−dimensional Hilbert space of all pairs is a product of
singlets, so any substitute source except of a product of
singlets with information 0 is detectable and also changes
the statistics of the mixture built as pseudoparticle.
b) FBM injection ! A + C eavesdropping-like
interaction: changing EPR statistics with the help of
C can be changed macroscopically the statistics for the
mean spin distribution of all EPR correlated pairs, and
used the detection of this correlation as a signal to em-
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ploy e.g. for a Morse-like code. Probably the best way is
to syncronize A and C interaction on each pair iterating
the eect of the unitary operator U in order to obtain a
macroscopic correlation described by a fractional brown-
ian motion, which can be successfully characterized and
then extracted if embedded into a noisy environment by
a nonorthogonal wavelet ltering process.
If the sender A and the receiver B act randomly on
their polarizers swapping from an axis to the other, with-
out the help of C, as described in a), for a great number
of pairs distributed in time, the spin correlation will give
as result a white noise behaviour in time, according to
the prescriptions of Innsbruck experiment.
But, randomly inserting elements of reality into the
mixture, we can change the statistical distribution of
our choosen observable preparing a multiparticle state
by a suitable interaction with C, i.e. simply iterating
the unitary operator U with the eect of information
eavesdropping on each dierent pair of the mixture, us-
ing a macroscopic apparatus described by an operator
X(t) according to the randomized Weierstrass function
and independent from the action of U . Mathematically
a convergence between Fractional brownian motions and
randomized Weierstrass function is given by the following
Theorem: with probability 1 an α−Brownian func-
tion X : [0, 1] ! R satises the following relation:
jX(t + h) − X(t)j  bjhjλ if 0 < jhj < H0 and
b > 0. Those functions are well shadowed ran-




(s−2)k sin(λkt).with λ > 1 and 1 <
s < 2: we consider the random function X(t) =∑1
k=1 Ckλ
−αk sin(λkt + Ak), where Ck are independent
random variables N(0, 1) and Ak are independent with
uniform distribution on [0, 2pi).
What we argue is to use these FBM properties, in-
jecting into the diusion process of the evolution of the
unperturbed quasiparticle state, a FBM for describing a
specic observable distribution, as it is the distribution
in time of the polarization vector mean value for N non-
interacting particles < S >, and then extracting using
nonorthogonal wavelet lter from the noisy environment
by eavesdropping and discarding information from the
original EPR flow with the help of the third party C,
acting as a chisel. It is like Michelangelo’s assumption:
the gure is until the beginning imprisoned inside the
block of marble, and the sculptor has only to release it
from the superflous matter, discarding whatever is un-
necessary to obtain the sculpture. A simple communica-
tion can be setted, based on FBM characterization: in an
Innsbruck-like experiment, in which the N pairs so pre-
pared can be macroscopically detected as a quasiparticle
after a time-series analysis, the correlation is extracted
from the noisy data, and the detection itself is used as a
classical bit of information, maybe without a posteriori
data check because of FBM properties.
In the simplest case, the detection of such a correla-
tion in spin time series, could be labelled as "1" and an
unperturbed statistics with a simple "0" analyzing the
time series in an interval t. This corresponds to the
detection of the pseudoparticle state described above.
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